STEEL

The arms are
constructed of steel
to minimize damage
from wind and/or
overweight covers
that become
water logged.

Hot Tub Cover Lifter

200

STEEL/ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION

ALUMINUM

Built to the Highest Quality Standards the SpaEase 200 is the only hot tub
cover lifter that uses steel where it’s needed, and aluminum where it’s required.

The Mounting Bracket
utilizes an aluminum
gauge nearly twice
the thickness of
competitors providing
a smooth and sturdy
movement.

The SpaEase weighs
on average 40% more
than traditional lifters
and is designed to last
twice as long.

EASY TO OPERATE PLUS ENERGY EFFICIENT

Dual gas pistons utilize our exclusive “Reverse Pneumatic Technology (RPT). The pistons assist in raising the cover and once it’s half way up RPT takes
over and does all the work. The RPT system also assists you in closing the cover, and once closed, it applies a gentle downward pressure to keep the
cover sealed, helping to minimize heat loss.

PROFESSIONAL APPEARANCE

BUILT TO LAST LONGER

After the cabinet and the cover, the
lifter is the most visible part of your
hot tub. For that reason we apply a
very attractive and most importantly
durable finish to the lifter and cover all
the screws with plastic caps. But more
importantly, we’ve designed a full
cover plate that sits over the bracket,
giving the SpaEase a professional,
clean and attractive appearance.

To prevent against unintentional closings,
similarly designed cover lifters require you to
lock the lifter when the cover is up. Closing the
cover without disengaging this lock causes
damage to the piston and/or lifter. The SpaEase
200 has a built in safety stop and does not
require the burdensome use of locking devices.
Its unique design, in itself, helps prevent
against unintentional closings.

LIFTING HANDLE CONVERTS
TO ROBE / TOWEL HOLDER

ALLOWS FOR ADJUSTMENT

Some cover lifters work well on
small spas, where others perform
better on large spas. The SpaEase
is truly universal. Multiple points of
attachment on the lifting arm allow for
easy adjustment to whatever size spa
cover you own (up to 96” x 96”). These
adjustment points even allow you
to vary how far the cover rests from
the spa when it is opened. Extended
support arms are available on radius
corners that exceed 12”.

To make operating your cover easier the
SpaEase is the one of the only lifters that
provides a convenient handle that can be
installed on either side. An optional handle is
available for those that prefer handles on both
sides. This textured handle provides the perfect
place to hang your robe or towel while you enjoy
your spa experience.

LIFTER/CABINET
LOCKING DEVICE

For added security and
protection in heavy wind
areas, we offer the only
device that locks the
lifter to the spa’s cabinet.
It works independently or
in conjunction with the
standard locks on your
cover. It comes as a pair
for either or both sides
of the lifter and works
on both the SpaEase and
the VacuSeal Lifters.
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EASILY CONVERTS TO A VACUSEAL
The SpaEase is simple to install and easy to operate.
It also has a brother called VacuSeal, that is a
revolutionary cover and lifter system that opens in
one simple motion and provides maximum energy
efficiency. The SpaEase, with the use of a conversion
kit, can be transformed in a matter of minutes into a
VacuSeal. For those who just need a cover lifter, the
SpaEase is the perfect choice. And if you later decide
to upgrade your traditional cover to a VacuSeal, you’ll
be happy with both the price and ease of conversion.
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